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1 Introduction

We provide background on the problem, and then review relevant work.

1.1 Background

The Office of Naval Research is an organization within the United States
Department of the Navy that coordinates, executes, and promotes the science
and technology programs of the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps, and within
which the energy efficient outpost modeling consortium uses an optimization
model at a one-hour time fidelity over an annual horizon to determine the
optimal mix of equipment at Forward Operating Bases (FOBs) to reduce costs
and fossil fuel consumption [17]; dispatch decisions are included to inform this
procurement decision.

Our model creates an optimal hybrid system dispatch strategy for a FOB
at a one-minute time fidelity for a 24-hour time horizon.The battery system
must start and end the day with an 80% state-of-charge while adhering to its
limitations and inefficiencies. The photovoltaic system supplies up to the prod-
uct of the anticipated solar panel output and the number of panels [20]. The
generators may supply nameplate power rating with derating factors due to
altitude and temperature, and via restrictions on ramping times and minimum
down times. With the estimated demand, a procurement strategy, and antic-
ipated solar output, the dispatch optimization model determines the optimal
power supplied by each piece of equipment over a 24-hours with one minute
time fidelity. The dispatch strategy schedules equipment usage and helps the
micro-controller make real-time dispatch decisions.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology Lincoln Laboratory is building a
micro-controller used to adjust output power levels of the different diesel gen-
erators and battery banks based on real-time system readings. The dispatch
model provides input to the micro-controller to manage the power output of
the equipment in order to reduce system fuel consumption.

1.2 Literature Review

Abido [2] solves a multi objective optimization model by a Pareto evolutionary
algorithm based on fuzzy set theory. Moghaddam [14] solves a multi objective
optimization model by minimizing fuel cost and emissions while adhering to
power balance, generation, and transmission constraints with an adaptive mod-
ified particle swarm technique. Ashari [5] develops a dispatch strategy for a
photovoltaic, diesel generator, and battery hybrid system for which a heuristic
determines the time periods in which it is more advantageous to draw power
from a battery than to run a generator at low power output, i.e., low efficiency.
Park [16] uses tabu search, simulated annealing, and particle swarm optimiza-
tion to solve non-smooth economic dispatch problems. Heuristics and multi
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objective optimization show promise in providing good, but not optimal, re-
sults to energy dispatch problems, but mixed integer programing provides an
optimal dispatch strategy. Nottrott [15] uses a linear program to optimize a PV
battery system’s net present savings of using a battery rather than purchasing
power at spot prices, but does not dispatch other hybrid technologies.

Barley [6] develops battery charging and discharging techniques for stand-
alone power systems using diesel generator, wind and/or solar photovoltaic,
and battery systems. Achaibou [3] shows how to model voltage levels. Dufo [9]
more accurately models the aging of a battery system in a solar photovoltaic
and lead-acid battery system. Gao [10] describes a complete behavior model
of a lithium-ion battery with thermal effects and response to transient power
demand.

Once a dispatch strategy has been established, a micro-controller is needed
in order to control the equipment in real time. Tazvinga [18] shows how a
model-predictive controller yields better performance than an open-loop con-
troller for a diesel generator, wind, solar photovoltaic, and battery system.
McLarty [13] optimizes dispatch of multi-chiller cooling plant with cold-water
thermal storage using a micro-controller for the UC Irvine microgrid.

This project is novel because of the mixed integer programing approach to
developing an energy dispatch strategy at minute time fidelity for a microgrid.
Our approach provides an optimal solution based on a given procurement
strategy, anticipated solar output, and forecasted demand profile. With daily
dispatch strategies given to a micro controller, a FOB can assure that its load
is met while minimizing fuel consumption.

2 Model

Our model takes the procurement strategy as given, and determines a dispatch
strategy for the purchased technologies, which can include multiple twins of
a given piece of the same equipment type. The objective minimizes the cost
of running the FOB while adhering to constraints on each piece of electrical
equipment over a time horizon of one day at minute fidelity. All text in blue
denotes additions to the procurement optimization model in order to create
the dispatch model and are important because, at minute time fidelity, some
steady-state conditions no longer hold. All text in green specifies updates to
the procurement model, also found in the dispatch model, based on electrical
engineering experience.

2.1 Mathematical Formulation

We now present the mathematical formulation of our problem, henceforth re-
ferred to as (M). We use the following conventions [17]: “In general, we use
lower-case letters for parameters and upper-case letters for variables. We also
use lower-case letters for indices and upper-case script letters for sets. Super-
scripts and accents distinguish between parameters and variables that utilize
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the same base letter, while subscripts identify elements of a set. Some parame-
ters and variables are only defined for certain set elements, which are listed in
each definition. A plus sign (+) signifies power going into a technology, while
a minus sign (-) indicates power leaving. The units of each parameter and
variable are provided in brackets after its definition. We use the term “twins”
to annotate a tuple or a multiple of a certain technology type.”

Sets

t ∈ T set of all time periods [minutes], 1, . . . , |T |
j ∈ J set of all battery and generator technologies
g ∈ G ⊂ J set of all generator technologies
b ∈ B ⊂ J set of all battery technologies
s ∈ S set of all PV panel types

k ∈ Ĵj set of identical twins of technology j, given specifically by
size, type, and manufacturer

k ∈ Ĝg set of all generator twins of type g

k ∈ B̂b set of all battery twins of type b

Timing Parameters

τ length of one time period [hours]
ν ratio of base operation duration to time horizon length

[fraction]

Optimization Model Penalty Parameters
c̃j cost of procuring one twin of technology type j [$/twin]
cs cost of procuring one panel of technology type s [$/panel]

δft fuel cost penalty in time period t [$/gal]
εj cycle cost penalty for technology type j [$/(minutes, cycles)]
w̃j weight of one twin of technology type j [kg/twin]
ws weight of procuring one PV system of type s [kg/system]
wf weight of fuel [kg/gal]
ω transportation cost per unit of equipment or fuel weight

[$/kg]
µc relative objective weight for cost minimization [fraction]
µ` relative objective weight for life cycle minimization [fraction]
µw relative objective weight for weight minimization [fraction]

Power System Parameters

dPt average power demand in time period t [W]
k̄ overage load coefficient [fraction]
ks spinning reserve required relative to PV power [fraction]

k̂ spinning reserve coefficient [fraction]
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Technology Parameters

l̄j maximum lifetime of technology type j, respectively
[generator minutes, battery cycles]

η+j , η
−
j electric efficiency of power flow into and out of technology

type j, respectively [fraction]
p
j
, p̄j minimum and maximum power rating, respectively, of

technology type j [W]

Generator Parameters

afg , b
f
g , c

f
g fuel consumption coefficients for generator g [ galW 2h ,

gal
Wh ,

gal
h ]

rupg , rdowng ramp up and down time, respectively, for generator g
[fraction/minutes]

tupg , t
down
g minimum up and down time, respectively, for generator g

[minutes]
kaltg electric derating factor of generator g for altitude [fraction]

ktempgt electric derating factor of generator g in time t for
temperature [fraction]

PV Parameters

γst power output of technology type s in time period period t
[ W
panel ]

xs number of PV panels procured of technology type s [panels]

Battery Parameters

β+
b , β

−
b bi-directional converter slope parameter for battery b

[unitless]
α+
b , α

−
b bi-directional converter slope-intercept parameter for

battery b [A,W]
avb , b

v
b battery b linear voltage model slope and intercept

coefficients, respectively [V]
asocb , dsocb battery b linear lifetime model slope and intercept

coefficients, respectively [unitless]
b0b battery b state of charge used in initial condition constraints

[fraction]
crefb battery b manufacturer-specified capacity [Ah]
c+b , c

−
b battery b charge and discharge capacity rate coefficients,

respectively [hours]
rintb battery b internal resistance [Ohms]
iavgb typical current expected from battery b for both charge and

discharge activities [A]
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s̄b, sb battery b state of charge maximum and minimum
operational bounds, respectively [fraction]

iU+
b , iL+b battery b charge current upper and lower bound,

respectively [A]

iU+
b =

crefb
c+b + τ

∀b ∈ B

iL+b = 0 ∀b ∈ B

iU−bt , i
L−
b battery b discharge current upper and lower bound,

respectively [A]

iU−bt =
crefb
θcbt + τ

∀b ∈ B

iL−b = 0 ∀b ∈ B

vnomb nominal voltage for battery b [V]

vnomb = avbsb + bvb − i
avg
b rintb ∀b ∈ B

θcbt battery b discharge capacity slope coefficient as a function of
temperature in time period t [h]

k1, k2 temperature coefficient for capacity and resistance,
respectively [K]

θrbt internal resistance of the battery b as a function of
temperature in time period t [Ohm]

θref battery reference temperature [K]
θt ambient temperature forecast in time period t [K]

θcbt = c−b e
k1

(
1
θt
− 1

θref

)
∀b ∈ B, t ∈ T

θrbt = rintb e
k2

(
1
θt
− 1

θref

)
∀b ∈ B, t ∈ T

Continuous Variables
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Power System Variables

Ljk number of expended life cycles for technology type j,
twin k [generator minutes, battery cycles]

P+
jkt, P

−
jkt aggregate power into and out of technology type j,

twin k in time period t, respectively [W]
PPVst aggregate power out of PV technology type s in time

period t [W]

Generator Variables

F̃t amount of fuel used in time period t [gal]

Battery Variables

Bsocbkt state-of-charge of battery type b, twin k in time period
t [fraction]

Bcbkt maximum capacity available of battery type b, twin k
in time period t [W]

I+bkt, I
−
bkt battery b, twin k current for charge and discharge,

respectively, in time period t [A]
V socbkt battery b, twin k voltage in time period t [V]

Binary and Integer Variables

Generator Variables

Ggkt 1 if technology type g, twin k is operating in time
period t, 0 otherwise

Gstartgkt 1 if technology type g, twin k is ramping up in time
period t, 0 otherwise

Gstopgkt 1 if technology type g, twin k is ramping down in time
period t, 0 otherwise

Battery Variables

B+
bkt 1 if battery type b, twin k is charging in time period t,

0 otherwise
B−bkt 1 if battery type b, twin k is discharging in time period

t, 0 otherwise

Problem (M)
(see §2.2.1 Objective Function)
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Minimize

µc

∑
j∈J

c̃j +
∑
s∈S

csxs + ν
∑
t∈T

δft F̃t

+ µ`ν
∑
j∈J

∑
k∈Ĵj

εjLjk

+µwω

∑
j∈J

w̃j +
∑
s∈S

wsxs + wfν
∑
t∈T

F̃t

 (1)

subject to

(see §2.2.2 System Operations)

∑
b∈B

∑
k∈B̃b

η−b P
−
bkt − α

−
b B
−
bkt

(1 + β−b )
−
∑
b∈B

∑
k∈B̃b

(
P+
bkt + β+

b P
+
bkt

η+b
+ α+

b B
+
bkt

)
+
∑
g∈G

∑
k∈G̃g

η−g P
−
gkt +

∑
s∈S

PPVst ≥ (1 + k̄)dPt ∀t ∈ T
(2a)

∑
b∈B

∑
k∈B̂b

Bcbkt − α
−
b

(1 + β−b )
+
∑
g∈G

∑
k∈Ĝg

(
p̄gk

alt
g ktempgt Ggkt − P−gkt

)
≥ ks

∑
s∈S

PPVst ∀t ∈ T

(2b)

p
b
≤ Bcbkt ≤ p̄b ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̂b, t ∈ T (2c)

Bcbkt ≤
(Bsocbkt − sb)c

ref
b vnomb

τ
∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̂b, t ∈ T (2d)

∑
b∈B

∑
k∈B̃b

Bcbkt +
∑
g∈G

∑
k∈Ĝg

p̄gGgkt ≥ (1 + k̂)

(
dPt −

∑
s∈S

PPVst

)
∀t ∈ T (2e)

(see §2.2.3 Generator Operations)

p
g
Ggkt ≤ P−gkt ≤ p̄gk

alt
g ktempgt Ggkt ∀g ∈ G, k ∈ Ĝg, t ∈ T (3a)

F̃t ≥ τ
∑
g∈G

∑
k∈Ĝg

(afg (P−gkt)
2 + bfgP

−
gkt + cfgGgkt) ∀t ∈ T (3b)

(see §2.2.4 Generator Ramp Up/Down Time)

P−gkt − P
−
gk,t−1 ≤ p̄gk

alt
g ktempgt rupg ∀g ∈ G, k ∈ Ĝg, t ∈ T : t > 1 (4a)

P−gk,t−1 − P
−
gkt ≤ p̄gk

alt
g ktempgt (rdowng +Gstopgkt ) ∀g ∈ G, k ∈ Ĝg, t ∈ T : t > 1

(4b)
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(see §2.2.5 Generator Min Up/Down Time)

Gstartgkt ≥ Ggkt −Ggk,t−1 ∀g ∈ G, k ∈ Ĝg, t ∈ T : t > 1 (5a)

Gstopgkt ≥ Ggk,t−1 −Ggkt ∀g ∈ G, k ∈ Ĝg, t ∈ T : t > 1 (5b)

t∑
t′=t−tupg +1

Gstartgkt′ ≤ Ggkt ∀g ∈ G, k ∈ Ĝg, t ∈ T : t > tupg (5c)

t∑
t′=t−tdowng +1

Gstopgkt′ ≤ 1−Ggkt ∀g ∈ G, k ∈ Ĝg, t ∈ T : t > tdowng (5d)

t∑
t′=t−tupg +1

p̄gG
start
gkt′ +

t∑
t′=t−tdowng +1

p̄gG
stop
g,k−1,t′ + P−g,k−1,t

≥ P−gkt ∀g ∈ G, k ∈ G̃g, t ∈ T : k > 1, t ≥ tdowng (5e)

t∑
t′=t−tupg +1

Gstartgkt′ +

t∑
t′=t−tdowng +1

Gstopg,k−1,t′ +Gg,k−1,t

≥ Ggkt ∀g ∈ G, k ∈ G̃g, t ∈ T : k > 1, t ≥ tupg (5f)

(see §2.2.6 PV Operations)

PPVst ≤ γstxs ∀s ∈ S, t ∈ T (6a)

(see§ 2.2.7 Battery Storage Operations)

P+
bkt = V socbkt I

+
bkt ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̂b, t ∈ T (7a)

P−bkt = V socbkt I
−
bkt ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̂b, t ∈ T (7b)

I+bkt ≤
crefb (1−Bsocbk,t−1)

τ
∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̂b, t ∈ T : t > 1 (7c)

Bsocbkt = Bsocbk,t−1 + τ

(
I+bkt − I

−
bkt

crefb

)
∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̃b, t ∈ T : t > 1

(7d)

sb ≤ Bsocbkt ≤ s̄b ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̂b, t ∈ T (7e)

Bsocbkt = Bsocb,k−1,t ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̂b, t ∈ T : k > 1 (7f)
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V socbkt = avbB
soc
bk,t−1 + bvb + iavgb θrbt(B

+
bkt −B

−
bkt)

∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̂b, t ∈ T : t > 1
(7g)

p
b
B+
bkt ≤ P

+
bkt ≤ p̄bB

+
bkt ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̂b, t ∈ T (7h)

p
b
B−bkt ≤ P

−
bkt ≤ p̄bB

−
bkt ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̂b, t ∈ T (7i)

iL+b B+
bkt ≤ I

+
bkt ≤ i

U+
b B+

bkt ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̂b, t ∈ T (7j)

iL−b B−bkt ≤ I
−
bkt ≤ i

U−
bt B

−
bkt ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̂b, t ∈ T (7k)

I−bkt ≤ i
U−
bt B

soc
bk,t−1 ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̂b, t ∈ T : t > 1 (7l)

B+
bkt +B−b′k′t ≤ 1 ∀b, b′ ∈ B, k, k′ ∈ B̂b, t ∈ T (7m)

(see §2.2.8 Lifecycle)

Lgk ≥
∑
t∈T

Ggkt ∀g ∈ G, k ∈ Ĝg (8a)

Lbk ≥ τ
∑
t≥2

(
I+bkt + I−bkt

2crefb

)
(asocb − dsocb Bsocbkt ) ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̂b (8b)

Ljk ≤
l̄j
ν
∀j ∈ J , k ∈ Ĵj (8c)

(see §2.2.9 Non-negativity and Integrality)

P−jkt, P
+
jkt ≥ 0 ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ J̃j , t ∈ T (9a)

Ljk ≥ 0 ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ J̃j (9b)

F̃t ≥ 0 t ∈ T (9c)

PPVst ≥ 0 ∀s ∈ S, t ∈ T (9d)

Bsocbkt , B
c
bkt, I

+
bkt, I

−
bkt, V

soc
bkt ≥ 0 ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̂b, t ∈ T (9e)

Ggkt, G
start
gkt , Gstopgkt binary ∀g ∈ G, k ∈ Ĝg,∀t ∈ T (9f)

B+
bkt, B

−
bkt binary ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̂b,∀t ∈ T (9g)
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2.2 Detailed Discussion of Formulation

2.2.1 Objective Function

The objective function (1) minimizes the weighted sum of three terms: (i) the
cost of procuring various battery, generator, and PV technologies and pur-
chasing the fuel; (ii) the number of life cycles associated with each technology;
and (iii) the physical weight of the system.

2.2.2 System Operations

Constraint (2a) ensures that the power demand is met for each minute in the
time horizon. The left-hand side consists of the following four terms: (i) the
power being discharged from the batteries, accounting for inverter losses; (ii)
the power to charge the batteries, accounting for rectifier losses; (iii) the power
from the generators, accounting for system losses; and (iv) the contributions
of PV. The right-hand side is the product of the forecasted demand and an
overage load factor to cover inefficiencies in the power system. Constraint (2b)
enforces spinning reserves via the use of dispatchable technologies (i.e., the
generator or battery) capable of meeting a fraction of the power provided
by PV. Generator derating factors for temperature and altitude are taken
into account. Constraint (2c) bounds the capacity of a battery between a
minimum and maximum value. Constraint (2d) ensures that the maximum
battery capacity available is less than or equal to the amount of power the
battery can deliver in the next time period. Constraint (2e) enforces that
the spinning reserves from the additional dispatchable technologies (i.e., the
generator or battery) are at least a portion of the net demand.

2.2.3 Generator Operations

Constraint (3a) bounds the output power between a minimum and maximum
manufacturer-specified power level with derating factors for temperature and
altitude when the generator is running. Constraint (3b) determines the amount
of fuel used by a generator during time period t.

2.2.4 Generator Ramp Up/Down Time

Constraint (4a) limits the increase in the power output of a given generator
from the previous time period, t− 1, to the current time period, t. Constraint
(4b) limits the decrease in the power output of a given generator from the
previous time period, t− 1, to the current time period, t.

2.2.5 Generator Min Up/Down Time

Constraints (5a) and (5b) determine the time period in which a given generator
starts and stops, respectively. Constraints (5c) and (5d) maintain that the
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Fig. 1: A topological layout of the proposed FOB hybrid system that includes
generator, PV, and battery technologies, all of which are physically located in
close proximity. The conversion equations are: In = α+ + (1 + β+) · Out.

Therefore, Out= In−α−
(1+β−) . We use the conversion equations in (2a) and (2b) to

denote the inverter and rectifier losses. The α and β values are unique to the
direction of power flow.

given generator continues to run or remains off until at least tupg or tdowng has
passed, respectively. Constraints (5e) and (5f) break symmetry by numerically
prioritizing the use of procured generator twins within a technology set given
minimum up and minimum down time constraints.
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2.2.6 PV Operations

Constraint (6a) limits the PV output power to the product of the power per
panel γst and the number of panels xs. A PVWatts simulation determines the
value of γst based on panel efficiency, tilt, angle, and location [7].

2.2.7 Battery Storage Operations

Constraints (7a) and (7b) represent the nonlinear relationship between volt-
age, current, and power associated with charging and discharging the battery,
respectively. Constraint (7c) provides rate-capacity bounds for discharge cur-
rent. Constraint (7d) updates the battery state-of-charge based of the previous
time period’s state-of-charge and the charge and discharge currents. For time
period t = 1 and t = |T |, the constraints are:

Bsocbkt = b0b + τ

(
I+bkt − I

−
bkt

crefb

)
∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̂b, t = 1 (10)

Bsocbkt = b0b ∀b ∈ B, k ∈ B̂b, t = |T | (11)

Constraint (7e) bounds the state-of-charge of a battery between a minimum
and maximum level. Constraint (7f) ensures that all the batteries have the
same state-of-charge. Constraint (7g) models the battery voltage based on
the previous time period’s state-of-charge and the direction of current flow.
Constraints (7h) and (7i) bound the battery power flow in each time period,
while constraints (7j) through (7l) limit battery charge and discharge currents
in each time period. Constraint (7m) prevents batteries from charging and
discharging in the same time period.

2.2.8 Lifecycle

Constraint (8a) counts the number of minutes a generator is running. Con-
straint (8b) counts life cycles for batteries. A battery’s lifecycle is a function of
the state-of-charge of the battery and the charge and discharge currents. The
round-trip life cycle requires that the sum of the charge and discharge currents
be divided by two. Constraint (8c) limits total life cycles of the technology.

2.2.9 Non-negativity and Integrality

Constraints (9a) - (9e) ensure that the appropriate variables in our formula-
tion assume continuous, non-negative values. Constraints (9f) and (9g) enforce
binary restrictions.
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3 Results

The linear optimization model uses the AMPL (A Modeling Language for
Mathematical Programming) modeling language [4] and is solved with the
CPLEX Solver, Version 12.6.0.1 [11] on a Dual-Quad core CPUs at 2.83 GHz
with 16GB RAM 160GB HDD under a Ubuntu 14.04 operating environment.
On average, the instances run in 10 minutes.

3.1 Data

The Contingency Basing Integration and Technology Evaluation Center
(CBITEC) is designed to evaluate technologies for construction, environmental
protection, operational energy, and force protection capabilities in support of
Army and Combatant Commander needs. CBITEC simulated a live run of a
FOB and measured demand values over a ten-day period. April 19, 2015 is the
only instance of a continuous 24-hour period of recorded demand levels, and
all of the following results use this demand profile (see Figures 2 - 5).

Four different procurement strategies yield a separate dispatch strategy
using the same anticipated solar output and demand profile: (i) a 30kW and
15kW generator; (ii) a 30kW and 15kW generator, in addition to 39 solar
panels; (iii) a 30kW generator and 200kW battery; and (iv) a 30kW generator,
a 200kW battery, and 39 solar panels. This last strategy is the solution given
from the procurement model [17].

Zolan [20] creates an anticipated solar panel output using PVWatts [7]. The
solar panel’s performance characteristics are determined by location, panel
efficiency, tilt, and angle. The product of the anticipated solar panel output
and the number of solar panels corresponds to the total amount of solar power
supplied, and is used in the following dispatch strategies with a solar option.

Table 7 lists the following: (i) values based on the nameplate of the genera-
tor, e.g., ratings of the capabilities of the generator; (ii) values calculated from
the fuel consumption curves [1], which can be updated with further test re-
sults; and (iii) parameters associated with the rules from the micro-controller
that prevent the generators from ramping too quickly or over cycling.

Table 7: Generator technology characteristics. (See Section 2.1 for definitions
and units.)

g ∈ G p̄g p
g

c̃g εg l̄g η−g bfg cfg rupg rdown
g tupg

g1 100,000 5,000 $37,691 1 9,000 1 0.0644 0.95 1 1 15
g2 60,000 5,000 $31,967 1 9,000 1 0.0645 0.59 1 1 15
g3 30,000 5,000 $29,376 1 9,000 1 0.0593 0.54 1 1 15
g4 15,000 5,000 $25,573 1 9,000 1 0.0547 0.26 1 1 15

Table 8 lists parameter values associated with the battery systems, some
of which are taken from the nameplate, while others are calculated.
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Table 8: Battery technology parameters. (See Section 2.1 for definitions and
units.)

b ∈ B p̄b c̃b εb l̄b ηb rint
b avb bvb crefb c−b c+b asocb dsocb αb βb b0b

b1 250,000 $125,000 1 9,000 1 0.00336 10.62 214.69 1129 0.0401 3 0.801 -0.801 34 0.064 0.8
b2 200,000 $100,000 1 9,000 1 0.0042 10.62 214.69 904 0.0401 3 0.801 -0.801 34 0.064 0.8
b3 150,000 $75,000 1 9,000 1 0.0056 10.62 214.69 678 0.0401 3 0.801 -0.801 34 0.064 0.8
b4 100,000 $50,000 1 9,000 1 0.0084 10.62 214.69 452 0.0401 3 0.801 -0.801 34 0.064 0.8
b5 50,000 $25,000 1 9,000 1 0.01679 10.62 214.69 226 0.0401 3 0.801 -0.801 34 0.064 0.8
b6 25,000 $12,500 1 9,000 1 0.03358 10.62 214.69 113 0.0401 3 0.801 -0.801 34 0.064 0.8

Tables 9 and 10 show the derating factors for generators.

Table 9: Default altitude derating guidance for three generator manufacturers
[19].

Manufacturer Guidance Altitude Threshold Derate Coefficient

Caterpillar 3% for every 1600 ft
above 4000 ft

1219 m 0.00006 1/m

Cummins 3% for every 820 ft
above 4000 ft

1219 m 0.00012 1/m

ONAN 3% for every 1000 ft
above 4000 ft

1219 m 0.00010 1/m

Table 10: Default temperature derating guidance for two generator manufac-
turers [19].

Manufacturer Guidance Temperature Threshold Derate Coefficient

Caterpillar 3% for every 18 F
above 77 F

25 C 0.005 1/ C

Cummins 3% for every 11 F
above 77 F

25 C 0.008 1/ C

3.2 Analysis

Figure 2 shows the optimal dispatch strategy using only diesel generators,
demonstrating how FOBs are currently being powered. A 15kW and a 30kV
diesel generator are the pieces of necessary equipment to produce enough power
to supply the given FOB. Due to system losses, the power supplied is greater
than the power demanded.

Due to the two diesel generators’ minimum power output level, minimum
down time, and the uncertainty in the solar power output, neither diesel gen-
erator is able to shut down during the day. Adding solar panels results in fuel
savings of 1.6 gallons during the middle of the day (Figure 3).
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Fig. 2: A 30kW diesel generator and 15kW diesel generator are used to supply
the demand. The estimated fuel consumption is 44.0 gallons.

Fig. 3: A 30kW diesel generator, 15kW diesel generator, and 39 solar panels
are used to supply the demand. The estimated fuel consumption is 42.4 gallons.

By adding a 200kW battery instead of solar panels, there is a greater
reduction in fuel usage than in cases (i) or (ii). Figure 4 shows that the battery
supplies power during the beginning of the day and then charges at the end
of the day because the battery must start and end the day at an 80% state
of charge. The single 30kW diesel generator is off for the first 6.5 hours of the
day and then runs at rated-full load capacity, which is most efficient for power
generation, for the next 10 hours. During the 24-hour period, the fuel savings
is 7.4 gallons fewer than the generator-only scenario.

The final scenario uses the full set of equipment from the procurement
strategy. Figure 5 shows the dispatch strategy while using all the available
hybrid technologies (i.e., diesel generators, solar panels, and battery systems).
During the 24-hour period, 10.6 gallons of diesel fuel, i.e., 24%, is saved using
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Fig. 4: A single 30kW diesel generator and a 200kW battery are used to
supply the demand. The estimated fuel consumption is 36.6 gallons.

Fig. 5: A single 30kW diesel generator, 200kW battery, and 39 solar panels
are used to supply the demand. The estimated fuel consumption is 33.4 gallons.

the optimal hybrid system dispatch strategy compared to the generator-only
scenario.

By adding PV and battery systems, the gallons of fuel consumed decrease.
The PV system supplies power during the middle of the day to save on fuel
consumption. The battery system facilitates peak shaving, the diesel gener-
ators run at the most efficient full load rating and the generators are off at
the beginning of the day. Every procurement strategy has a corresponding
optimized dispatch strategy using the same demand profile.

4 Future Work

Communications-Electronics Research, Development and Engineering Center
is testing diesel generator fuel consumption. With these test results, the man-
ufacturer’s fuel consumption curves will be compared to the experimental fuel
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consumption curves [1]. The parameter values in the dispatch optimization
model will be updated to better estimate the actual fuel used by a given diesel
generator and to populate (M).

In early October, Engineer Research and Development Center - Construc-
tion Engineering Research Laboratory will have new demand profiles from
EnergyPlus [8] available for (M). This software allows the user to select a lo-
cation and set of buildings on a virtual site to create an estimated load profile,
which we can use as inputs to our model. Having different demand profiles will
give insight to how much the dispatch is affected by the demand versus the
procurement strategy. Also, a correlation may be discovered on the dispatch
strategy with varying sizes of FOBs.

Kohl [12] is working on obtaining parameter values and constraints to bet-
ter model actual battery processes. The dispatch optimization model incorpo-
rates the effects of ambient temperature on internal resistance and discharge
capacity. Together, we want to incorporate the charge gradient seen by the
diffusion of lithium into and out of the anode and cathode of the battery
terminals.

The dispatch strategy is the input to a real time power system micro-
controller. Tests will be conducted on the micro-controller using a dispatch
strategy on a similar demand profile. These test runs will give feedback on the
benefits of dispatch optimization and how to improve the dispatch strategy and
micro-controller interface. By facilitating the dispatch strategy communication
to the micro-controller, the Office of Naval Research will be able to support
other aspects of the project.

Acknowledgements I would like to thank Dr. Mark Spector, Office of Naval Research
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